How to remove 7 pin trailer connector

One of the first steps when troubleshooting a brake controller warning is to confirm you have a
good connection at the trailer cord plug and outlet. Since I detailed how to replace the 7-pin
trailer cord outlet in our Dodge with a previous post, here are step by step instructions to
replace the 7-pin plug attached to the cord on your trailer or fifth wheel. If you read my hydraulic
trailer disc brakes installation review , you may have asked: did it really go that smoothly? Well,
yes. And then there was this. In fact, John came back out and messed with the plug and socket
terminals to fix the problem. I like the Tekonsha P3 much better than our old controller, for
various reasons, including the warning message capability. The connectors in the 7-pin plug
had become bent and damaged. They were no longer making a tight connection when plugged
into the socket. The temporary fix was to pry the connectors inside the plug together so they
seated more firmly onto the terminals inside the socket. The permanent solution is to replace
the plug. Step 1: Remove old plug. Step 2: Replace with better plug. It really is that simple. Get
yourself a good 7 pin trailer plug. I chose the Curt 7 Pole Connector , because Curt
Manufacturing makes great towing products and I like how this plug uses flat blade pole
terminal connectors instead of the common squeeze type that clearly have a tendency to bend
over time. You might get away with replacing all of the above with a decent Leatherman
multitool. Use wire cutters to snip through all wires in the cord close to the plug. I used a box
cutter to gently slice through the outer rubber shielding, being careful not to damage the inner
wires. One slice lengthewise, and another around the cord a couple inches from the exposed
endâ€”but not all the way throughâ€”allowed me to tear off the rubber without cutting into any
of the 7 wires inside. You can cut the plug off before or after you expose the wires. I just wanted
to identify the colors first to make sure they were all different. Use wire strippers to remove the
shielding from each wire. The length of copper to expose may differ depending upon your
replacement plug. Slide the whole cord through the narrow end of the plug housing so the
colored wires come out the wide end. Attach the center wire to the middle terminal connector on
the plug assembly. On my cord, the center wire is yellow. Yours may be different, but I doubt it.
The Curt 7-pin plug I purchased had the color for each wire molded into the plastic under each
corresponding terminal. I bet most plugs do. If not, proceed with caution. When I had re-wire the
D3 control cable plug on our old F2 satellite dish , I dissected the old plug to confirm which wire
went where. If in doubt, do the same! Attach each of the seven colored wires. Make sure the
connections are tight, but do not torque the screws so much you bend the terminal clamps.
Important: Align the slot in cover with the groove in the plug and tighten to set screw to attach
the two parts. It will likely only fit together one way. This will ensure all wires in the cord
connect to the correct terminals in the outlet. Insert the crimp connector into the slot in the plug
cover. Tighten it in place with the larger set screw. Plug your newly re-wired cord into your 7-pin
trailer outlet and test all your lights, including hazards and reverse. Check to see that you have
no error messages on your brake controller. They have models to fit all tucks. Whether you
have hydraulic disc brakes on your trailer , or traditional electric drum brakes, your controller is
your lifeline for stopping safely. Repairing the 7-pin trailer cord plug and replacing the 7-pin
outlet in the truck are two good places to start if ever you encounter issues with your controller.
Leave a comment to provide tips of your own or subscribe below to receive notification about
future blog posts. Unsubscribe any time and keep your free gift! Tags: DIY , maintenance ,
Repairs. I have had about 7 different trailers. All give me a trailer disconnect. I added a second
plug in the bed of my truck. I was told that was my problem because I changed the resistance
and the controller sees it as a problem. Is this correct? I totally agree with you when you said
that the best solution to repair a trailer plug hitch is to replace it. My dad told me that he wanted
to haul his boat to another location but his trailer is damaged. I will help him look for a
professional company that can help us repair the damage in the trailer. So I unplugged from
shore power, and I have a battery master switch that I turned off. However when I go slide the
wires through the collar they arcâ€¦. I used this exact plug and have had consistent problems
with water getting inside and corroding, bridging and leaking current between terminals. Have
tried greaseâ€¦. On mine, I chose to go with a commercial plug. As in semi trailer. Actually 2 of
them. I put a plug on the trailer and one on the truck. Even better than the Curt plug, heavier
wire, no cord left on the hitch it gets put in a compartment when parked. I made an adapter,
commercial to Bargman for you to tow me, and one for me to tow you. We are heavy though so
only a few can tow us, pin weight. Thanks for a very informative post. I had the male part of the
cable come detached. I tried to fix it with shoe goo. It held for a while, but I decided to get a new
one. Thanks, again. Loose trailer plug connections cause faulty wiring problems. New 7-pin
plug ready to install on trailer cord. Got the plug? Remove outer shielding without damaging
wires. Expose enough copper for each color wire to connect new plug. NOTE: Refer to your
trailer service manual and plug installation instructions to avoid wiring problems that may
damage your trailer, brake controller or vehicle! Properly Functioning P3 Brake Controller.
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L2, L3, and so on. Colors can also be utilised to differentiate cables. Ordinarily, there are two
chief sorts of circuit connections. The first one is known as series link. Because of the electric
current in each part is comparable while voltage of the circuit is complete of voltage in every

component. Parallel link is more complex compared to string one. Unlike in string connection,
the voltage of every element is comparable. This circuit consists of branches which are passed
by different electrical current levels. The current joins together when the branches match. There
are numerous things that an engineer needs to focus on if drawing wirings diagram. First of all,
the symbols used in the diagram should be accurate. It should represent the specific element
necessary to build an intended circuit. Meanwhile, the negative supply symbol is place under it.
The current flows in the left to right. In addition to that, diagram drawer is advised to limit the
number of line crossing. The line and part placement ought to be designed to lessen it. Because
you can see drawing and interpreting 7 Pin Trailer Wiring Diagram With Brakes may be
complicated endeavor on itself. The information and ideas that have been elaborated above
ought to be a fantastic kick start, though. Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram
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Diagram. One of the first steps when troubleshooting a brake controller warning is to confirm
you have a good connection at the trailer cord plug and outlet. Since I detailed how to replace
the 7-pin trailer cord outlet in our Dodge with a previous post, here are step by step instructions
to replace the 7-pin plug attached to the cord on your trailer or fifth wheel. If you read my
hydraulic trailer disc brakes installation review , you may have asked: did it really go that
smoothly? Well, yes. And then there was this. In fact, John came back out and messed with the
plug and socket terminals to fix the problem. I like the Tekonsha P3 much better than our old
controller, for various reasons, including the warning message capability. The connectors in the
7-pin plug had become bent and damaged. They were no longer making a tight connection when
plugged into the socket. The temporary fix was to pry the connectors inside the plug together
so they seated more firmly onto the terminals inside the socket. The permanent solution is to
replace the plug. Step 1: Remove old plug. Step 2: Replace with better plug. It really is that
simple. Get yourself a good 7 pin trailer plug. I chose the Curt 7 Pole Connector , because Curt
Manufacturing makes great towing products and I like how this plug uses flat blade pole
terminal connectors instead of the common squeeze type that clearly have a tendency to bend
over time. You might get away with replacing all of the above with a decent Leatherman
multitool. Use wire cutters to snip through all wires in the cord close to the plug. I used a box
cutter to gently slice through the outer rubber shielding, being careful not to damage the inner
wires. One slice lengthewise, and another around the cord a couple inches from the exposed
endâ€”but not all the way throughâ€”allowed me to tear off the rubber without cutting into any
of the 7 wires inside. You can cut the plug off before or after you expose the wires. I just wanted
to identify the colors first to make sure they were all different. Use wire strippers to remove the
shielding from each wire. The length of copper to expose may differ depending upon your
replacement plug. Slide the whole cord through the narrow end of the plug housing so the
colored wires come out the wide end. Attach the center wire to the middle terminal connector on
the plug assembly. On my cord, the center wire is yellow. Yours may be different, but I doubt it.
The Curt 7-pin plug I purchased had the color for each wire molded into the plastic under each
corresponding terminal. I bet most plugs do. If not, proceed with caution. When I had re-wire the
D3 control cable plug on our old F2 satellite dish , I dissected the old plug to confirm which wire
went where. If in doubt, do the same! Attach each of the seven colored wires. Make sure the
connections are tight, but do not torque the screws so much you bend the terminal clamps.
Important: Align the slot in cover with the groove in the plug and tighten to set screw to attach
the two parts. It will likely only fit together one way. This will ensure all wires in the cord
connect to the correct terminals in the outlet. Insert the crimp connector into the slot in the plug
cover. Tighten it in place with the larger set screw. Plug your newly re-wired cord into your 7-pin
trailer outlet and test all your lights, including hazards and reverse. Check to see that you have
no error messages on your brake controller. They have models to fit all tucks. Whether you
have hydraulic disc brakes on your trailer , or traditional electric drum brakes, your controller is
your lifeline for stopping safely. Repairing the 7-pin trailer cord plug and replacing the 7-pin
outlet in the truck are two good places to start if ever you encounter issues with your controller.
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Repairs. I have had about 7 different trailers. All give me a trailer disconnect. I added a second
plug in the bed of my truck. I was told that was my problem because I changed the resistance
and the controller sees it as a problem. Is this correct? I totally agree with you when you said
that the best solution to repair a trailer plug hitch is to replace it. My dad told me that he wanted
to haul his boat to another location but his trailer is damaged. I will help him look for a
professional company that can help us repair the damage in the trailer. So I unplugged from
shore power, and I have a battery master switch that I turned off. However when I go slide the
wires through the collar they arcâ€¦. I used this exact plug and have had consistent problems
with water getting inside and corroding, bridging and leaking current between terminals. Have
tried greaseâ€¦. On mine, I chose to go with a commercial plug. As in semi trailer. Actually 2 of
them. I put a plug on the trailer and one on the truck. Even better than the Curt plug, heavier
wire, no cord left on the hitch it gets put in a compartment when parked. I made an adapter,
commercial to Bargman for you to tow me, and one for me to tow you. We are heavy though so
only a few can tow us, pin weight. Thanks for a very informative post. I had the male part of the
cable come detached. I tried to fix it with shoe goo. It held for a while, but I decided to get a new
one. Thanks, again. Thanks for taking the time to help others and for the preventative tips.
Loose trailer plug connections cause faulty wiring problems. New 7-pin plug ready to install on
trailer cord. Got the plug? Remove outer shielding without damaging wires. Expose enough
copper for each color wire to connect new plug. NOTE: Refer to your trailer service manual and
plug installation instructions to avoid wiring problems that may damage your trailer, brake
controller or vehicle! Properly Functioning P3 Brake Controller. Disconnect the battery. Or, be
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These items will avoid driver from encountering any electrical problem during use. It is
advisable that the white cable must connect the floor to any white wire at the top. Although this
sounds dull, it will save user from hassles later on. There is another thing linked to diagram but
is particularly concerning routing. An approach to wrap it about the trailer can be quite
interesting. Hopefully this article related to Dodge Ram 7 Pin Trailer Wiring Diagram will be
helping driver to designing their own trailer cables better. Ww Trailer Wiring Diagram â€” Folks
comprehend that trailer is a vehicle comprised of quite complicated mechanisms. This car is
designed not just to travel one location to another but also to take heavy loads. This guide will
be talking ww trailer wiring diagram. This automobile is designed not just to travel 1 location to
another but also to carry heavy loads. This article will be discussing ford explorerâ€¦. This
vehicle is designed not only to travel 1 place to another but also to carry heavy loads. This
article will be discussing 7â€¦. Learning Trailer Wiring Diagram Better Generally, there are 3
kinds of diagrams that people can look at when planning to assemble wires for trailers. White
Pin to your ground. Brown Pin for unwanted markers, tail lights, and running lights. Yellow Pin
for abandoned brake light and left turn mark. Green Pin Yellow Pin for appropriate brake light
and right turn mark. Blue Pin for electrical brakes. Red 12 volt auxiliary power. Purple for
backup lights. White wires for ground power. Brown cables for running lights, tail lamps, and
negative markers. Yellow cables for left brake signal and left turn too. Green wires for right
brake signal and right turn too. Blue wires for electric brakes so the car can function much
better. White cables for any power that occurs on the lighting. Brown cables for almost any

running lights, rear lights, and peripheral markers. Yellow wires for almost any left brake sign
and left sign twist. Green cables for any appropriate brake signal and appropriate signal twist.
There is a lot of competition and confusion in the trailer world when it comes to connectors. In
addition to several models of connectors on the market, there are numerous adapters that
connect one brand to another. So it makes sense to hard-wire a common connector to a
high-use trailer. Adapters have extra wires. They can easily snag or get frayed. This will
inevitably lead to blown fuses and major wiring repairs. Cut the four-pin plug off of the trailer
harness. Verify the harness color codes at each tail light. There should be a common color for
both the tail lights. The left and right turn signal lights should each have a different color. This
accounts for three of the colors in the wiring harness. The remaining color is the ground wire.
Note the colors and their function. Turn on the tow vehicle tail lights. Probe the seven-pin
connector with a test light. Note the location of the pin. Repeat this process for both turn
signals. Trace the ground wire location from the back of the plug and follow the wire to the body
ground location. Splice the seven-pin trailer plug leads to the trailer harness. Crimp each
connector then plug the connector into the tow vehicle. Test each circuit and make any needed
corrections. Wrap the spliced wires in electrical tape and make a wiring harness. Cinch each
end of the harness with a small zip-tie to prevent the tape from unraveling. Strap the harness to
the trailer tongue. Jack Hathcoat has been a technical writer since His work includes instruction
manuals, lesson plans, technical brochures and service bulletins for the U. Hathcoat is an
accredited technical instructor through Kent State University and certified in automotive service
excellence. Step 1 Cut the four-pin plug off of the trailer harness. Step 2 Turn on the tow vehicle
tail lights. Step 3 Splice the seven-pin trailer plug leads to the trailer harness. Seven-pin
connectors are rarely used on trailers for local use. The three additional pins are: trailer brakes,
back-up lights and trailer battery charging. They are commonly used when towing travel or
camping trailers. Connecting your trailer to your vehicle is a breeze with this combination 7-pin
and 4-pin trailer connector. The maximum you can tow depends on the total weight of any
cargo, occupants and available e
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